
Metro Cities’ 2021 Legislative Policies (DRAFT) 
Regional Governance, Transportation Advisory Board, and Regional Transit 
Systems (policies will receive final adoption on 11-19-20) 

Goals and Principles for Regional Governance  

The Twin Cities metropolitan region is home to a majority of the state’s population and businesses and is 

poised for significant growth in the next two decades. At the same time, the region faces significant 

challenges and opportunities. The responses to these opportunities and challenges will determine the 

future success of the region and its competitiveness in the state, national and world economies.  

The Metropolitan Council was created to manage the growth of the metropolitan region, and cities are 

responsible for adhering to regional plans as they plan for local growth and service delivery.  

The region’s cities are the Metropolitan Council’s primary constituency, with regional and local growth 

being primarily managed through city comprehensive planning and implementation, and the delivery of a 

wide range of public services. To function successfully, the Metropolitan Council must be accountable to 

and work in collaboration with city governments.  

The role of the Metropolitan Council is to set broad regional goals and to provide cities with technical 

assistance and incentives to achieve those goals. City governments are responsible and best suited to 

provide local zoning, land use planning, development and service delivery. Any additional roles or 

responsibilities for the Metropolitan Council should be limited to specific statutory assignments or grants 

or authorization and should not usurp or conflict with local roles or processes, unless such changes have 

the consent of the region’s cities.  

Metro Cities supports an economically strong and vibrant region, and the effective, efficient and 

equitable provision of regional infrastructure, services and planning throughout the metropolitan 

area.  Metro Cities supports the provision of approved regional systems and planning that can be 

provided more effectively, efficiently or equitably on a regional level than at the local level by 

individual local units of government.  

The Metropolitan Council must involve cities in the delivery of regional services and planning and be 

responsive to local perspectives on regional issues and be required to provide opportunities for city 

participation on Council advisory committees and task forces.  

The Metropolitan Council must involve cities at all steps of planning, review and implementation around 

the regional development guide, policy plans, systems statements, and local comprehensive plan 

requirements to ensure transparency, balance and Council adherence to its core mission and functions. 

These processes should allow for stakeholder input before policies and plans are released for comment 

and finalized. Any additional functions for the Council should not be undertaken unless authorized 

specifically by state law.  

Regional Governance Structure  

Metro Cities supports the appointment of Metropolitan Council members by the Governor with 

four-year, staggered terms for members to stabilize ideological shifts and provide for continuity of 

knowledge on the Council, which is appropriate for a long-range planning body. The appointment of 

the Metropolitan Council Chair should coincide with the term of the Governor.  



Metro Cities supports a nominating committee process that maximizes participation and input by 

local officials. Metro Cities supports expanding the nominating committee from seven to 13 

members, with a majority of a 13-member committee being local elected officials. Of the local 

officials appointed to a nominating committee, two thirds should be elected city officials, appointed by 

Metro Cities.  

Consideration should be given to the creation of four separate nominating committees, with committee 

representation from each quadrant of the region.  

Metro Cities supports having the names of recommended nominees or other individuals under 

consideration for appointment to the Council by the Governor to be made public at least 21 days 

prior to final selection by the Governor, and a formal public comment period before members are 

appointed to the Council.  

Metro Cities supports the appointment of Metropolitan Council members who have demonstrated 

the ability to work with cities in a collaborative manner, commit to meet with local government 

officials regularly and who are responsive to the circumstances and concerns of cities in the district 

that they represent on the Council. Council members should understand the diversity and the 

commonalities of the region, and the long-term implications of regional decision-making. A detailed 

position description outlining the required skills, time commitment and understanding of regional and 

local issues and concerns should be clearly articulated and posted in advance of the call for nominees. 

Metro Cities supports opportunities for local officials to provide input during the decennial 

legislative redistricting process for the Metropolitan Council and supports transparency in the 

redistricting process.   

Transportation Planning Process: Elected Officials’ Role  

The Transportation Advisory Board (TAB) was developed to meet federal requirements, designating the 

Metropolitan Council as the organization that is responsible for a continuous, comprehensive and 

cooperative (3C) transportation planning process to allocate federal funds among metropolitan area 

projects. Input by local officials into the planning and prioritization of transportation investments in the 

region is a vital component of these processes.  

Metro Cities supports continuation of the TAB with a majority of locally elected municipal officials 

as members and participating in the process.  

Regional Transit System 

The Twin Cities Metropolitan Area needs a multi-modal regional transit system as part of a 

comprehensive transportation strategy that serves all users, including commuters and the transit 

dependent. The transit system should be composed of a mix of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, high 

occupancy toll (HOT) lanes, a network of bike and pedestrian trails, bus rapid transit, express and regular 

route bus service, exclusive transit ways, light rail transit, streetcars, and commuter rail corridors designed 

to connect residential, employment, retail and entertainment centers. The system should be regularly 

monitored and adjusted to ensure that routes of service correspond to the region’s changing travel 

patterns.  

 

Current congestion levels and forecasted population growth require a stable, reliable and growing source 

of revenue for transit construction and operations so that our metropolitan region can meet its 



transportation needs to remain economically competitive. Metro Cities supports an effective, efficient 

and comprehensive regional transit system as an invaluable component in meeting the multimodal 

transportation needs of the metropolitan region and to the region’s economic vibrancy and quality 

of life. Metro Cities recognizes that transit service connects residents to jobs, schools, healthcare and 

activity centers. Transit access and service frequency levels should recognize the role of public transit in 

addressing equity, including but not limited to racial and economic disparities, people with disabilities 

and the elderly. Metro Cities supports strategic expansion of the regional transit system. 

 

Metro Cities supports a regional governance structure that can ensure a measurably reliable and 

efficient system that recognizes the diverse transit needs of our region and addresses the funding 

needs for all components of the system. These regional governance structures must work with and 

be responsive to the needs of the communities they serve.  

 

Metro Cities recognizes the need for flexibility in transit systems for cities that border the edges of the 

seven-county metropolitan area to ensure users can get to destinations outside of the seven-county area. 

Metro Cities encourages the Metropolitan Council to coordinate with collar counties so that riders can get 

to and from destinations beyond the boundaries of the region. 

 

Metro Cities opposes statutory changes restricting the use of local funds for planning or 

construction of transit projects. Restricting local planning and funding limits the ability of cities to 

participate in transit corridor planning and development. State and regional policymakers must coordinate 

with local units of government as decisions are made at the state level on transit projects that also involve 

municipal planning, funding and policy decisions. 

 

Metro Cities is opposed to legislative or Metropolitan Council directives that constrain the ability of 

metropolitan transit providers to provide a full range of transit services, including reverse 

commute routes, suburb-to-suburb routes, transit hub feeder services or new, experimental services 

that may show a low rate of operating cost recovery from the fare box. 

 

In the interest of including all potential options in the pursuit of a regionally balanced transit 

system, Metro Cities supports the repeal of the gag order on the Dan Patch Commuter Rail Line 

and opposes the imposition of legislative moratoriums on the study, planning, design, or 

construction of specific transit projects. 

 

In the interest of safety and traffic management, Metro Cities supports further study of rail safety 

issues relating to water quality protections, public safety concerns relating to derailments, traffic 

implications from longer and more frequent trains and the sensitive balance between rail commerce 

and the quality of life impacts on the communities through which they pass. 

 

The COVID-19 crisis has had dramatic effects on public transit service, including changing business 

practices that are likely to substantially reduce transit demand for the foreseeable future. Adverse 

economic effects threaten revenues available to fund transit operations. Suburban transit providers are 

concerned that funding challenges may be used to attempt to justify a repeal of their authorizing 

legislation and to consolidate transit services into a single regional entity. This would result in reverting to 

conditions existing nearly 40 years ago when inadequate service caused twelve suburbs to elect not to be 

part of the traditional transit system.  

 

Metro Cities strongly supports the autonomy of suburban transit providers to conduct operations 

to meet demonstrated and unique needs in their designated service areas independent from the 

operations of other regional transit providers.  

 


